PRESS RELEASE

CEDAT85 and Sennheiser Team Up to Deliver
Clear and Secure Speech Transcription in Real-Time
No internet connection required for this combined audio solution showcased at ISE 2022
Barcelona, 12 May 2022 – CEDAT85 and Sennheiser, the rst choice for advanced audio technology
that makes collaboration and learning easier, are pleased to announce a bundled audio solution that
combines CEDAT85’s innovative stand-alone transcription solution, CABOLO®, with Sennheiser’s
Speechline Digital Wireless (SLDW) microphone system. Together, these industry-leading products
enhance the inclusiveness of meetings by providing superior speech intelligibility with real-time
language transcription and translation, ensuring all participants can speak and be heard in their
language of choice. This is the rst step for both companies as they enter into a partnership to
present a joint offering of AI enriched solutions in the world-wide arena.
Both Sennheiser and CEDAT85 are exhibiting at ISE 2022 in Barcelona from the 10th to 13th of May,
showcasing how the SLDW system and CABOLO® can be applied in real-world scenarios to
eliminate language barriers. Attendees can visit CEDAT85’s stand 3B800 to watch live
demonstrations of CABOLO® with SLDW. Sennheiser will be highlighting its complete business
solutions portfolio, including SLDW, at stand 3C600.
CABOLO® is an innovative solution that, without any internet connection requirement, can
automatically record, transcribe, and translate in real-time meeting and interview content with the
utmost con dentiality, keeping the conversations encrypted (the les produced are encrypted with
AES 256 encryption algorithm) and stored securely.
Also featuring AES 256 encryption, Sennheiser’s SLDW combines the advantages of a wireless
microphone with automatic frequency selection to create the perfect digital wireless microphone
system for speech and lecture. The SLDW’s versatility and ability to adapt to the requirements of
individual applications makes it an ideal choice for industry partners seeking an innovative audio
solution to complement their technology.

About CEDAT85
CEDAT85 is the pioneer and market leader in Automatic Speech Recognition and speech-to-text
technologies, operating since 1985, with hundreds of customers operating on international markets
through its subsidiary Speech-i Limited in London. The company has been pro led by Gartner in their
market researches for ve times so far: Vendor ID Toolkit for Natural Language Technologies (2022),
Hype Cycle for Natural Language Technologies (2021), Hype Cycle for Frontline Worker Technologies
(2021), Market Guide for Speech to Text solutions (2020), and Competitive Landscape (2018).
Cedat85 is now a point of reference in the treatment of content originating from speech, relying on a
team of highly specialised professionals, grown over time both in terms of number and skills through
plans of continuous speci c training; methodologies gradually re ned to ensure the highest quality
levels; innovative technologies designed speci cally to treat the audio and the text while keeping them
connected between them.
CEDAT85’s experience in speech technologies is proven by more than 500 public administration
clients around Europe such as the European Parliament, the Italian Chambers of Deputies, the Italian
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Ministry of Interior, and the Italian Prime Minister’s Of ce as well as clients like British Library and
multinational banks. CEDAT85 solutions are available on-premises, in the cloud, or within a hybrid
environment. For further information, please visit: https://www.cedat85.com/ If you would like to learn
more about CABOLO® please visit: https://cabolo.com/.

About the Sennheiser brand
We live and breathe audio. We are driven by the passion to create audio solutions that make a
difference. Building the future of audio and bringing remarkable sound experiences to our customers
– this is what the Sennheiser brand has represented for more than 75 years. While professional audio
solutions such as microphones, meeting solutions, streaming technologies and monitoring systems
are part of the business of Sennheiser electronic GmbH & Co. KG, the business with consumer
devices such as headphones, soundbars and speech-enhanced hearables is operated by Sonova
Holding AG under the license of Sennheiser.
www.sennheiser.com
www.sennheiser-hearing.com
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